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the Commission throughout their tours. The slogan, " Go
back, Simon/' became a familiar cry among the " Volun-
teers " of the boycott movement. There were declarations
of Hartals and a number of disturbances took place as the
result of collisions with the police. At Lahore a prominent
Indian politician l was injured and died some weeks later.
Although the movement for boycotting the Commission
lacked solidarity and its organizers knew perfectly well
that they could not in any way obstruct the work of the
Commission, the occasion was fully exploited to persuade
the people to believe that their leaders were engaged in a
great struggle with the " Satanic Government " which must
either be mended or ended. The fact that in the face of
opposition the work of the Commission went on unhampered
was regarded as a challenge thrown down by the Government.
Once again men with revolutionary ideas found an oppor-
tunity for reprisals. Mr. Saunders, a junior police officer,
was murdered at Lahore in the Punjab. This was followed
by an occurrence in the Legislative Assembly which may
have " sent a thrill through the world " but which con-
siderably prejudiced the case for India in the eyes of the
critics of India's constitutional advance. From a public
gallery of the Legislative Assembly two bombs were thrown
on to the official benches; and these were followed by
shots from an automatic pistol. Sir John Simon was
present in the chamber and witnessed the whole scene.
Finally, there was a plot to wreck the Commission's special
train,
Undaunted by such occurrences, appeals continued to
pour forth, even from responsible Indians, that for the sake
of the Motherland, the country must be united in the
opposition to the Statutory Commission. It is a strange
fact that Indian public men have not learnt either from their
own experience or from the lessons of history that there
cannot be an effective opposition based merely on a negative
platform. The boycott movement not only failed to unite
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